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judgements of speech to appraise the type and severity of the
disorder, such as with the Frenchay Dysarthria Assessment
[5]. Clinicians perform their analysis via subjective listening
tests which are costly, laborious, and prone to internal biases
of the examiner [6]. The subjective nature of these tests has
raised doubts about the reliability and validity of perceptual
judgements by clinicians to consistently differentiate
individual and coexistent speech disorders [7]. This motivates
the design of a clinical tool that can objectively differentiate
dysarthric from healthy speech and distinguish the subtype
and severity of the dysarthria to assist with treatments.
Most speech processing work has analyzed dysarthria to
broaden the applicability of automatic speech recognition
systems. Shahamiri provides a comparison of several recent
ASR models for dysarthric speech [4]. The Universal Access
Research Dataset (UA-Speech) was collected with the goal of
expanding ASR systems to a more diverse population
including those with dysarthria [8], and has been used in
multiple efforts for ASR [2, 4]. Other English databases of
speakers with dysarthria include: Nemours, Torgo, Whitaker
and HomeService [9-12]. Work presented by Sriranjani et al.
combined datasets without dysarthric speech with the UASpeech and Nemours Dataset for larger datasets to train ASR
systems, concluding incorporation of non-dysarthric data for
models of dysarthric speech reduced performance [13]. While
the goal of ASR with dysarthric speech has not focused on
diagnosing or detecting dysarthria, Laaridh et al. highlight that
one approach to automatic detection of intelligibility of
dysarthric speech could be the word transcript error rate based
on automatic speech transcriptions systems [14].
The goal of this research is to work towards a clinical tool
for detecting the presence of dysarthria from vocal acoustics in
continuous speech. This could be used as a diagnostic tool on
its own, or as a pre-processing tool for research studying other
language disorders such as aphasia [15, 16] where up to 50%
of adults with aphasia are also diagnosed as having dysarthria
[17]. However, dysarthria falls into many subcategories and
severity levels. Dysarthria speech databases tend to have few
participants and/or examples only representing a small number
of subtypes. This work represents the preliminary results of a
pilot study to examine the impact of cross-database training to
detect dysarthria. To the authors’ knowledge, there is little
prior work with multiple corpora to automatically classify
dysarthric from healthy speech or identify dysarthria subtype
and severity; one exception is work by Orozco-Arroyave et al.,
which focuses on detecting hypokinetic dysarthria for
Parkinson’s disease across different languages [18].

Abstract
Dysarthria is a motor speech disorder that impacts verbal
articulation and co-ordination, resulting in slow, slurred and
imprecise speech. Automated classification of dysarthria
subtypes and severities could provide a useful clinical tool in
assessing the onset and progress in treatment. This study
represents a pilot project to train models to detect the presence
of dysarthria in continuous speech. Subsets of the Universal
Access Research Dataset (UA-Speech) and the Atlanta Motor
Speech Disorders Corpus (AMSDC) database were utilized in
a cross-database training strategy (training on UA-Speech /
testing on AMSDC) to distinguish speech with and without
dysarthria. In addition to traditional spectral and prosodic
features, the current study also includes features based on the
Teager Energy Operator (TEO) and the glottal waveform.
Baseline results on the UA-Speech dataset maximize wordand participant-level accuracies at 75.3% and 92.9% using
prosodic features. However, the cross-training of UA-Speech
tested on the AMSDC maximize word- and participant-level
accuracies at 71.3% and 90% based on a TEO feature. The
results of this pilot study reinforce consideration of dysarthria
subtypes in cross-dataset training as well as highlight
additional features that may be sensitive to the presence of
dysarthria in continuous speech.
Index Terms: Speech disorders, dysarthria, cross-database
training, glottal features, Teager

1. Introduction
Dysarthria is a neuro-motor impairment that inhibits an
individual’s verbal articulation and co-ordination, resulting in
discordant speech production. Dysarthria can include any
disturbance of the basic components underlying speech
production, including respiration, phonation, articulations,
resonance, and prosody. In spastic dysarthria, for instance,
speech is affected by atypical speech rates, incomplete
consonant closure and monotonicity [1]. Dysarthria is often a
consequence of a neurological trauma (i.e., cerebral palsy,
stroke) or a symptom of degenerative disorders (i.e.,
hypokinetic dysarthria for Parkinson’s disease).
Several research efforts have focused on designing
automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems to help persons
with dysarthria communicate [2-4]. However, the task of
automatically diagnosing and classifying the subtype and
severity of dysarthria is less common. The traditional
approach involves clinicians performing perceptual
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Table 1: UA-Speech Dataset Demographic and Clinical
Information for Dysarthria Participants
# of Participants
Age Range
# with Spastic Dysarthria
# with Flaccid Dysarthria
# very low, low, mid, high intelligibility

Prosodics

Females Males
4
11
18-51
18-58
3
8
1
3
1,1,1,1 3,2,2,4

Spectral
TEO

Glottal

Table 2: AMSDC Demographic and Clinical Information for
Included Participants
# of Participants
Age Range
# with Spastic Dysarthria
# with Flaccid Dysarthria
# with Mixed Dysarthria
# with Other Dysarthria
# very low, low, mid, high intelligibility

Table 3: Features Extracted
Pitch, Jitter, RMS-Energy, HNR
LSF + Δ, MFCC + Δ , Cepstral Peak
Prominence (CPP)
TEO: Amplitude Modulation, Frequency
Modulation, Critical Band Areas [20],
RMS-Energy, Log-Energy
H1-H2 [21], Parabolic Spectrum Parameter
[22], Harmonic Richness Factor [23],
Glottal Timing Parameters [24]

2.2. Atlanta Motor Speech Disorders Corpus (AMSDC)

Females Males
22
35
38-76
30-79
4
3
4
9
11
11
3
12
1,2,2,17 1,2,7,25

The Atlanta Motor Speech Disorders Corpus (AMSDC)
contains speech recordings of 99 adults local to the SouthEastern US with acquired neurogenic disorders that resulted in
a motor speech disorder [19]. Participants presented with
aprosodia, dysarthria, and apraxia of speech. An important
distinction in this corpus is the emphasis on regional dialects
unique to the southeastern US, especially those of AfricanAmerican English. Audio recordings were completed in
private or semi-private rooms of the Grady Memorial Health
System using an AKG C520 condenser microphone with a
behind-the-neck band. All participants completed recordings
of conversational speech, oral passage readings, sentences
with contrasting stress emphasis on specific words, sentences
with material sensitive to dysarthria, and affective sentences.
Intelligibility was determined by a clinician and 4 graduate
speech-language pathology interns based on intelligibility of
the read paragraphs.
A subset of 57 participants who presented with dysarthria
was selected for analysis in this work. For this work,
participants were grouped by the same intelligibility categories
used in UA-Speech. An estimated 30 words per participant
were segmented from the sentences with contrasting stress
emphasis. As few as 12 words were extracted from some
participants with low intelligibility and/or connected speech.
Table 2 summarizes the clinical and demographic information
of the subset of participants included in this work.

2. Databases
The UA-Speech dataset [8] is one of the largest, freelyavailable datasets of dysarthric speech and is used to establish
a comparison of the presented work to prior work. The
inclusion of speech from healthy controls allows a model to be
built to detect the presence of dysarthria. However, the UASpeech dataset is not sufficiently diverse to create a clinical
dysarthria detection tool: the majority of speakers have spastic
dysarthria originating from cerebral palsy. To expand the
applicability of the proposed tool, the models trained on UASpeech are tested on the Atlanta Motor Speech Disorder
Corpus (AMSDC) [19], containing more dysarthria subtypes
and etiology. Without speech from healthy controls, the
AMSDC could not be used to train the detection model.
2.1. UA-Speech Dataset
Originally collected by the University of Illinois, the UASpeech database contains speech recordings from 15 speakers
(4 female, 11 male) of mostly spastic dysarthria due to
cerebral palsy [8]. Additionally, 13 controls without dysarthria
(4 female, 9 male) were included for a total of 28 participants.
Subjects were asked to read single isolated words shown on a
laptop screen, with words representing the 10 digits, 26 radio
alphabet letters, computer commands, common words from
the Brown corpus of written English, and uncommon words
from children's novels selected to maximize phone-sequence
diversity, for a total of 765 isolated words, 455 of which were
distinct. An 8-microphone array was used to collect the speech
at 48 kHz, and processed to create 7 channels. In this work,
one channel was randomly selected per participant to be
analyzed to reduce repetitions of an individual's speech.
Speech intelligibility was rated by 5 native speakers
without either transcription experience or experience working
with individuals with speech disorders. Each listener was
asked to transcribe the word as well as their confidence in
their transcription. The accuracy of the transcriptions across
all 5 participants was used to create an intelligibility measure
for each individual ranging from 0 (worst) to 100 (best).
Participants were categorized into four quartiles defined as
very low (0-25%), low (26-50%), middle (51-75%), and high
(76-100%). Table 1 summarizes the demographics of the UAspeech participants included in this work.

3. Methods
3.1. Feature Extraction and Selection
Voiced sections of speech were identified from the wordlength recordings of both databases. A variety of prosodic,
spectral, Teager Energy Operators (TEO) and glottal features
were extracted, and statistics based on those reported in
openSmile (i.e., average, min, max, slope) were calculated at
the word or sentence level [25]. The full list of features is
shown in Table 3, and details regarding the methods for
feature calculations are available in descriptions of prior work
by the authors [15, 16].
A total of 1595 low-level descriptors (LLD) extracted in
MATLAB for each response and normalized across each
individual feature by subtracting the global mean and dividing
by the global standard deviation. Initial feature reduction
involved removing features with a correlation greater than
0.75. Gaussian noise on the order of 10 -6 was added to the data
to ensure the matrix was well conditioned for the machine
learning. A 10-fold cross-validation sequential forward feature
selection (SFFS) was used to further reduce the size of the
feature subsets. In general, the feature selection strategy
selected between 3-8 features for each experiment. It is
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Table 4: Classification Accuracy of Predicting Dysarthria, All
Models Trained on UA-Speech.

possible by changing the criteria function of the SFFS
algorithm, more features would have been included and results
could have been improved. However, parameter searches to
tune the feature selection algorithm or SVM parameters were
not of interest in this paper since the focus was on the impact
of cross-dataset setup on classification results. Only the
selected features were used to train and test the feature-subset
models built using the Support Vector Machine function with
a radial-basis function kernel in Matlab. The features in each
category of Table 3 were analyzed individually as well as
grouped together by category.

Word-level accuracies

0.661
0.381
0.333
0.512
0.479
0.753
0.711
0.595
0.558
0.714
0.548
0.508
0.592
0.583
0.713
0.705
0.583
0.604
Participant-level accuracies
0.750
0.929
0.857
0.893
0.679
0.821

0.429
0.714
0.857
0.571
0.714
0.857

0.200
0.550
0.700
0.550
0.900
0.800

All
AMSDC

All
Prosodics
Glottal
CPP
TEO-FM
H1-H2

Spastic/Flaccid
AMSDC

Detection of dysarthria from vocal acoustics has occasionally
been studied in recent years. Classification results from
analysis of vowels by Mekysaka et al. achieved accuracy
results ranging from 72-92% depending on the vowel and
spoken conditions [26]. DeCicco and Patel used machine
learning in vowels from children with dysarthria to
automatically detect pitch and duration manipulations for use
in alternative and augmentative communication [27]. Vyas et
al. extracted MFCCs, skewness, and formants from 40 speech
utterances evenly split for training and testing of dysarthria vs
controls from UA-Speech [28]. An accuracy of .98 for all
speech and .87 for dysarthria speech was reported.
Intelligibility classification based on the UA-Speech dataset
has been considered by Martinez et al. achieving results of
0.60 for weighted precision and 0.44 for weighted recall in a
leave-one-subject-out, 4-class setting [29]. Paja and Falk
utilized a two-stage analysis for spastic dysarthria detection
and reported results of .83-.95 on the UA-Speech dataset using
prosodic, linear-predictive, MFCC, HNR, and Glottal-toNoise Excitation (GNE) features [6].

Spastic
AMSDC

3.2. Previous Work for Comparison

Reduced
UA-Speech

Feature Type
All
Prosodics
Glottal
CPP
TEO-FM
H1-H2

0.329
0.548
0.554
0.485
0.706
0.582
0.193
0.684
0.649
0.298
0.877
0.754

by comparing for each word the predicted label of dysarthria
or no-dysarthria to the known condition of the individual. The
participant-level accuracies are the percentage of participants
for which at least 50% of the individual’s words were
classified correctly. The first column of Table 4 shows the
classification accuracy of the training/testing when only the
UA-Speech dataset is considered (similar to previous work in
Section 3.2). The next columns in Table 4 present results of
the classification accuracy when the UA-Speech model is
tested on the AMSDC data for spastic, spastic and flaccid, and
all combined dysarthria types present in the AMSDC.

3.3. Cross-Database Training and Testing

4. Results

Previous work on the UA-speech database has been able to
take advantage of the singular type of dysarthria presented in
the data as well as the uniformity in the type of speech
collected. However, in the current work, the aim was to
identify features in a broader sense of dysarthria classification
for general speech tasks especially considering that the
AMSDC contains a variety of types of dysarthria as well as a
different emphasis in the collected speech. The cross-database
training for this pilot study uses the UA-Speech dataset as the
training set since the AMSDC does not contain samples of a
control group without dysarthria.
The AMSDC contains continuous speech samples that
needed to be manually segmented for this pilot study in
making more direct comparisons with UA-Speech. The
manual segmentation of the speech from the contrasting stress
emphasis portion of the AMSDC resulted in some participants
having a maximum of 12 words segmented due to low
intelligibility. In order to create an even comparison for crossdatabase training, all participants were restricted to 12 words
for training/testing. Therefore, a reduced-UA-Speech dataset
was used with 12 words per person or 336 total words for
training purposes. A leave-one-subject-out cross validation
strategy was conducted per subject to determine the
classification accuracy for the detection of dysarthria presence
from the controls in the UA-Speech dataset. Selected
classification results from using the reduced-UA-Speech
dataset are presented in the first column of Table 4 at the word
and participant level. The word level accuracies are calculated

Table 4 shows that while just over 70% of the words were
correctly labeled in the reduced-UA-Speech dataset
experiment, the participant level accuracies were much higher.
This suggests that the models worked very well on some
individuals and very poorly on others. As one example, on the
reduced-UA-Speech dataset, the prosodic features classified
just 75.3% of the words correctly (0.823 precision, 0.728
recall), but 92.9% of participants were classified correctly.
These results suggest a balanced model was built on the
reduced-UA-Speech data that did not tend to under- or overdiagnose dysarthria, but did tend to perform poorly on certain
individuals.
Previous work by Alghowinem at al. and Tahon et al. are
two examples that have used multiple datasets for
training/testing in the case of depression or emotions in
populations not affected by language or motor disorders [30,
31]. Both studies observed performance declines when a
model was trained on one dataset and tested on another, likely
due to a variety of factors including recording environment,
different speech sample emphasis, etc. Table 4 shows a similar
trend with the word- and participant-level accuracies being
higher when the training/testing is performed strictly on the
UA-Speech data. The training/testing on the UA-Speech alone
resulted in the highest word- and participant-level accuracies
overall with prosodic features serving as the single best feature
category (as highlighted). The overall decline in classification
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Table 5: Correlation Coefficients between Participants’
Word-Level Classification Accuracies and Demographic
Information within the Various Experiments.

worked similarly when applied to the AMSDC spastic
dysarthria participants. A result of the all-AMSDC analysis
suggested the prosodic and glottal classification accuracies
were higher for women than for men; it is unclear why the
reduced-UA-Speech dataset model for dysarthria (which was
trained on more males than females) would work better on the
females than males in the AMSDC dataset. Despite being the
best classification performers, there was no significant linear
correlation between word accuracies and the glottal, TEO-FM,
and H1-H2 features in the AMSDC dataset. However, the
overall lack of correlation for the accuracies in the AMSDC is
likely due to training on the UA-Speech dataset for the
classifier. Table 5 suggests that the intelligibility scores likely
played a meaningful role in feature selection from the UASpeech data as these served as the classifier targets in training.

Reduced UA-Speech dataset
Feature Type
Gender
Age
Intelligibility Score
All
-0.332
0.093
-0.368
Prosodics
-0.195
-0.191
-0.223
Glottal
-0.304
0.081
-0.620
CPP
0.084
-0.022
-0.533
TEO-FM
0.003
0.072
-0.570
H1-H2
-0.091
0.264
-0.756
AMSDC- Spastic Dysarthria only
All
Prosodics
Glottal
CPP
TEO-FM
H1-H2

-0.375
0.331
-0.138
0.444
-0.288
-0.644*
0.367
0.066
-0.173
-0.209
0.101
-0.009
-0.135
-0.323
-0.049
-0.441
0.226
0.247
AMSDC- All Dysarthria types

5. Conclusions and Future Work
This pilot study represents a first attempt to perform crossdatabase analysis on dysarthria. As expected, the crossdatabase testing had lower accuracies in general, a finding that
supports the challenges of cross-database training and testing.
However, the results of this work did discover potentially
robust features to cross-database training in the performance
of the TEO-FM feature, which has not been a focus of
previous work in dysarthria analysis. Participant-level
accuracies of the AMSDC tended to be higher when using
only the spastic or spastic-flaccid dysarthria instead of all
types present in the AMSDC. Previous results have reported
higher error rates when attempting to separate dysarthria
recordings from participants with similar subtypes of
dysarthria (flaccid, spastic, and mixed 26.2%) compared to
participants with subtypes known to differ (ataxic vs mixed
dysarthria due to amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 11.9%) [32].
The results support multi-staged models trained on single
subtypes of dysarthria to maximize performance.
While the words used in training in the UA-Speech
database were often multisyllabic, the words segmented from
the AMSDC tended be shorter and were not segmented to be
phonemically balanced. Work by Martinez et al. informally
suggested shorter words were more difficult to classify into
dysarthria intelligibility groupings [29]. As segmentation
continues, the inclusion of more complex words from other
samples in the AMSDC will be investigated to improve
alignment with the UA-Speech dataset for increased
classification accuracy.
The strong correlations between intelligibility and wordlevel accuracy on the UA-Speech dataset reflect what is
generally expected for this task. However, the fact that this
strong correlation did not translate to the AMSDC will need to
be further examined. Additionally, the current model
represents a binary classification of the presence or absence of
dysarthria. Future work will seek to expand the model to
include prediction of the dysarthria severity at a word and
phrase level.

All
0.239
0.216
0.024
Prosodics
0.066
0.124
0.532
Glottal
0.132
0.053
0.541
CPP
0.158
0.078
0.014
TEO-FM
0.042
-0.040
-0.108
H1-H2
0.206
0.186
-0.056
Bold indicates statistically significant at p<0.05, two-tailed
* moderate correlation, not statistically significant as n=7

accuracy shown in the final three columns was expected due
to the nature of cross-database training. However, of specific
interest was the performance of the TEO-FM, glottal feature
group, and the H1-H2 feature categories. While none were
able to outperform the overall highest classification accuracy
achieved by the prosodics category on the UA-Speech selftraining/testing, these features showed the most resilience to
the cross training at a participant level. The TEO-FM feature
was able to achieve max word- and participant level
accuracies of 0.713 and 0.9 when cross tested on the
dysarthria of spastic/flaccid types on the AMSDC. This was
particularly surprising as the TEO-FM was not a high
performing feature for the UA-Speech training model in
isolation. It was the only feature tested on the AMSDC to
achieve over 0.7 in word accuracy.
A subsequent analysis of the UA-Speech database was
conducted to better interpret the results of Table 4. The
Pearson correlation coefficients between the word-level
classification accuracies of each participant and the
demographics provided for the datasets are shown in Table 5.
Within the reduced-UA-Speech dataset results, the
classification accuracies for the Glottal, CPP, TEO-FM, and
H1-H2 feature sets showed a moderately strong negative
correlation with the intelligibility score, suggesting that these
features classified the best on individuals with more severe
dysarthria indicated by a lower intelligibility score. Since it is
expected that individuals with more severe dysarthria would
have a larger difference in vocal acoustics and speech patterns
from those with only mild or no dysarthria, the large negative
correlations values are not surprising. While no statistically
significant correlations existed in the Spastic-only AMSDC
analysis, the moderately high negative correlation of the
prosodic feature set to the intelligibility score mimics that of
the reduced-UA-Speech dataset, suggesting that the model
built on the spastic dysarthria of the UA-Speech dataset
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